Gamma band rhythms may synchronize distributed cell assemblies to facilitate information transfer within and across brain areas, yet their underlying mechanisms remain hotly debated. Most circuit models postulate that soma-targeting parvalbumin-positive GABAergic neurons are the essential inhibitory neuron subtype necessary for gamma rhythms. Using cell-type-specific optogenetic manipulations in behaving animals, we show that dendrite-targeting somatostatin (SOM) interneurons are critical for a visually induced, context-dependent gamma rhythm in visual cortex. A computational model independently predicts that context-dependent gamma rhythms depend critically on SOM interneurons. Further in vivo experiments show that SOM neurons are required for long-distance coherence across the visual cortex. Taken together, these data establish an alternative mechanism for synchronizing distributed networks in visual cortex. By operating through dendritic and not just somatic inhibition, SOM-mediated oscillations may expand the computational power of gamma rhythms for optimizing the synthesis and storage of visual perceptions.
a r t I C l e S Rhythmic activity is a commonly observed feature of neuronal activity, from insects to primates, across a wide array of brain regions [1] [2] [3] [4] . Although oscillatory synchronization, particularly in the gamma band, is thought to facilitate communication between phaselocked ensembles of excitatory neurons, its exact role, particularly in the cerebral cortex, remains a matter of debate [5] [6] [7] . Nevertheless, the underlying circuits that mediate gamma rhythmic entrainment are thought to depend on the reciprocal connection between excitatory neurons and local, soma-targeting parvalbumin (PV) inhibitory interneurons [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Gamma band rhythms in primary visual cortex have been particularly well studied in the context of visual processing 4 , yet direct evidence for the circuits that mediate these rhythms is mostly lacking. For this reason, we leveraged optogenetic manipulations in awake, behaving mice, in addition to computational modeling, to address the cell types and circuit mechanisms of visually induced synchrony in the gamma band. We found that SOM neurons were intimately involved in a context-dependent visually induced gamma rhythm around 30 Hz, with their activity required to phase-lock cortical neurons to the ongoing oscillation. Notably, and consistent with their specific role in long range horizontal circuits in primary visual cortex (V1) 12 , SOM neuron activity critically contributed to gamma coherence between coactive ensembles that encode widely separated regions of visual space. As SOM neurons primarily target the dendrites of cortical excitatory neurons, this implies that rhythmic dendritic inhibition represents an alternative mechanism for the generation or maintenance of gamma rhythms in the visual cortex.
RESULTS
We first explored cortical rhythmicity using multielectrode array recordings in layer 2/3 (L2/3) in V1 of awake, head-fixed but freely locomoting mice and collected both local field potentials (LFPs) and isolated single units. We presented full-contrast drifting gratings of multiple sizes and quantified power in different frequency bands of the LFP. As we increased the size of the visual stimulus we observed a large, nearly monotonic increase in power in a narrow band of the low gamma range (peak frequency at 21°: 32 ± 1 Hz, n = 32 mice; significant effect of stimulus size on gamma power P < 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA; Fig. 1a-c) . Importantly, many L2/3 units showed significant phase-locking to this visually induced oscillation (69 of 130 regular spiking (RS) units, 55.1%; 37 of 54 fast spiking (FS) 68.5%; stimulus size = 60°). At the same time, in most animals (25 of 30), we also observed a higher-frequency narrow gamma-band peak in the LFP (peak frequency, 60.7 ± 0.6 Hz; n = 32 mice; range, 53-66 Hz), which increased with the luminance of a uniform screen but was suppressed by drifting gratings of increasing size or contrast and was strongly modulated by behavioral state, consistent with prior studies (Supplementary Fig. 1a-g) 13, 14 . We focus here exclusively on the size-dependent gamma oscillations typically found around 30 Hz.
Notably, the size-dependent increase in gamma synchronization in mouse V1 is also a reported feature of induced activity in awake, behaving monkeys 15, 16 and humans 17 , suggesting that it represents a fundamental and conserved feature of stimulus-driven V1 activity, even if the underlying center frequency varies between species. Furthermore, as in primates, in some mice (13 of 32) the peak frequency of the gamma oscillation also decreased monotonically with stimulus size (significant effect of size on peak frequency, P = 0.014; Supplementary Fig. 1h,i) . While the visually induced gamma we observed in mice was found in the lower end of the 'typical' gamma spectrum 9, 11, 18 , owing to its strong similarity to conventional visually induced gamma rhythms in alert primates, we call it 'gamma' and not 'beta' , a 15-to 25-Hz rhythm often associated with movement control. a r t I C l e S Moreover, since the peak frequency of visually induced gamma in primates spans a wide range depending on the size, contrast and the attention paid to the stimulus (from ~20 to > 60 Hz) 15, 19, 20 , the gamma rhythm we observed in mice falls within the gamma spectrum delineated by many other studies.
Gamma rhythms have been linked to processing stimulus features that extend across large regions of the visual field 21 . Consistent with this notion, and as with prior reports in cats 22 , the strength of the visually induced gamma rhythm depended on the match between stimulus features within and outside the classical receptive field (CRF) of the recording sites. If we rotated the orientation of the stimulus outside the CRF or offset its spatial phase relative to the stimulus presented inside the CRF, gamma power was substantially reduced ( Fig. 1d,e ; rotated surround, n = 16 mice; 49 ± 3% reduction, P < 0.001, signedrank test; phase offset surround, n = 11 mice; 33 ± 3% reduction, P < 0.001, signed-rank test). This indicates that these gamma rhythms depend not only on the size but more generally on the spatial context of the visual stimuli that induce them. We thus refer to these visually induced oscillations as 'context-dependent gamma rhythms' .
What circuits mediate this visually induced, context-dependent gamma-band synchronization? Gamma oscillations in other brain areas are thought to be mediated by rhythmic inhibition to principal cells 8, 9 , and gamma in V1 correlates with subthreshold oscillations in the membrane potential 23, 24 . To address whether inhibitory currents might underlie the visually induced gamma, we made intracellular patch-clamp recordings from V1 neurons in L2/3 in awake mice. We found prominent inhibitory currents with similar frequency and stimulus size-dependence in some of the recorded neurons ( Fig. 1f ; n = 17 cells). This indicates that the oscillations observed with extracellular recordings correlate well with gamma-paced inhibitory synaptic activity.
Next, we sought to dissect the differential contributions of cortical interneuron subtypes in generating the context-dependent gamma rhythm. Prevailing models of gamma-rhythm generation in the cortex implicate the action of soma-targeting PV neurons, yet to our knowledge none rely on the action of dendrite-targeting SOM neurons. However, the size-dependence of the visually induced gamma power mirrors the previously reported size-dependent increase in SOM neurons' firings rates 12 , suggesting that SOM cells could be important. First, we quantified how well the firing of PV and SOM neurons (identified optogenetically; Online Methods) correlated with the visually induced gamma power. We found that PV and SOM cells phase-locked to the gamma rhythm equally well (pairwise phase consistency (PPC), an unbiased metric of oscillatory phase-locking: PV, (c) Plot of normalized peak gamma power (peak frequency, 28 ± 1 Hz, n = 32 mice) vs. stimulus size (P < 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA). (d) Left: schematic of iso-oriented and cross-oriented visual gratings. Right: example LFP traces for iso-and cross-oriented gratings.
(e) Representative power spectra of the LFP to iso-and cross-orientated gratings. Inset: plot of peak gamma power between iso-and cross-oriented gratings (n = 16 mice, P = 0.0004, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). (f) Top: example voltage-clamped inhibitory postsynaptic current (IPSC) recorded in a L2/3 neuron during presentation of a 58° drifting grating. Bottom: plot of gamma power (30-40 Hz) vs. stimulus size (n = 17 cells, P < 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA). Inset: example power spectra (PSD) of inhibitory postsynaptic currents at four increasing sizes (gray to black: 2.5°, 10°, 20° and 59°). Error bars in c and f denote s.e.m. a r t I C l e S 0.10 ± 0.04, n = 11 cells; SOM, 0.09 ± 0.04, n = 11 cells, P = 0.47; ranksum test), albeit to slightly different phases ( Supplementary Fig. 2) . On a trial-by-trial basis, however, PV neurons' firing rates were anticorrelated with spectral power in the context-dependent gamma band (-0.1 ± 0.02) and instead correlated more broadly with frequencies above 40 Hz ( Fig. 2a) . In contrast, SOM neurons' firing rates correlated strongly and specifically with the visually induced contextdependent rhythm around 30 Hz (0.2 ± 0.1; significantly different from PV, P = 0.002, rank-sum test; Fig. 2a ). These findings, together with the size-dependent firing of SOM neurons, led us to hypothesize that SOM neurons may be critical for this lower-frequency, visually induced gamma oscillation.
To test this hypothesis, we suppressed SOM neurons with the optogenetic silencer eNpHR3.0, expressed using standard viral approaches ( Supplementary Fig. 3a and Online Methods). Under our conditions, 89 ± 2% of SOM neurons in L2/3 expressed eNpHR3.0, and of 7 units we identified as putative SOM neurons ( Supplementary  Fig. 3c and Online Methods), we observed a 67 ± 8% reduction in their firing rate during illumination at the largest stimulus size. Unexpectedly, we found that even this partial suppression of SOM neurons strongly reduced the gamma power induced by large gratings in all 14 mice tested ( Fig. 2b ; induced gamma power (for calculation see Online Methods) control, 4.5 ± 0.8; light, 2.3 ± 0.3; n = 11 mice, P = 0.003, signed-rank test; for similar analyses see Supplementary Fig. 3b ). The reduction in spectral power was also largely specific to the visually induced context-dependent gamma band ( Supplementary Fig. 3d) , with a tight correlation between the center frequency of the visual gamma peak and the center frequency of the reduction in spectral power (r = 0.78, P < 0.001; Supplementary Fig. 3e ). At the same time, SOM suppression nearly abolished the phase-locking of L2/3 RS units as measured by the pairwise phase consistency ( Fig. 2c ; n = 21 of 61 significantly locked units; PPC control, 0.26 ± 0.03; PPC light, 0.06 ± 0.02; P < 0.001, signed-rank test). Notably, optogenetic suppression of SOM neurons also potently reduced the phase locking of FS units to the gamma rhythm ( Supplementary Fig. 3f ; n = 17 locked units; PPC control, 0.16 ± 0.03; PPC light, 0.05 ± 0.01, P < 0.001, signed-rank test). Since FS units often correspond to PV neurons, this demonstrates that SOM neuron activity was also crucial for the entrainment of putative PV neurons to the context-dependent gamma rhythm. Finally, we also tested whether suppressing SOM a r t I C l e S neurons even before the onset of the grating stimulus would reduce context-dependent gamma power and also found this to be the case ( Supplementary Fig. 3b ; mean reduction light after visual stimulus, 42.3 ± 7.4%; mean reduction light before visual stimulus, 29.9 ± 6.1%; P = 0.1, n = 7 mice, signed-rank test). These findings demonstrate that SOM neurons are critical for the context-dependent gamma rhythm in V1 of awake mice. But what might the role of PV neurons be? To probe a causal relationship between PV neuron activity and context-dependent gamma oscillations, we optogenetically suppressed PV neurons (partial inactivation to avoid epileptiform activity; Supplementary Fig. 4a and Online Methods) and quantified the resulting effects on gamma power in response to large gratings. Of 11 FS units we could identify as putative opsin-expressing PV neurons through their strong suppression to light, we observed a net 66 ± 6% decrease in their firing rate ( Supplementary Fig. 4d ). Post hoc histology indicated that 88 ± 4% of PV neurons expressed the silencing opsin in L2/3 of V1. We found that suppressing PV neurons had no significant impact on the induced power in the context-dependent gamma band (control, 5.2 ± 0.7; light, 5.5 ± 0.6; n = 18 mice; P = 0.17, signed-rank test; Fig. 2d ) and actually increased absolute spectral power across a broad frequency range ( Supplementary Fig. 4b ; absolute gamma power control, 170 ± 40 µV 2 per Hz; absolute gamma power light: 460 ± 130 µV 2 per Hz, P < 0.001, signed-rank test), even when optogenetic suppression preceded the visual stimulus ( Supplementary Fig. 4b ). PV suppression also slightly increased the phase-locking of L2/3 RS units to the context-dependent gamma band as measured by the spike PPC (47 of 105 significantly locked L2/3 RS cells; PPC control, 0.23 ± 0.03; PPC light, 0.3 ± 0.04; n = 47 cells; P = 0.01, signed rank test; Supplementary Fig. 4c ). At the same time, we observed an increase in the mean firing rate of most isolated units, including some FS units that presumably did not express opsin, consistent with broad network disinhibition during PV neuron inactivation (RS, 134 ± 20% increase, n = 145 cells; nonsuppressed FS, 78 ± 21% increase, n = 32 cells; for optogenetic modulation index see Supplementary Fig. 4f ).
To test how varying levels of optogenetic suppression of PV or SOM neurons influenced gamma power, we measured the impact of suppression on context-dependent gamma oscillations across a range of light intensities. While SOM suppression reduced gamma power at all levels of illumination, increasing light levels in PV-Cre mice drove further increases in total spectra power, consistent with the notion that PV neurons generally control cortical gain ( Supplementary  Fig. 4g,h) . In a subset of animals, we tested even higher levels of PV-neuron suppression, but this often resulted in uncontrolled network activity, evidenced by ictal-like events in the LFP, precluding further quantitative analysis ( Supplementary Fig. 4j,k) . As a control for our optogenetic experiments, illuminating V1 in mice that were either not injected with any virus or injected with a virus driving only YFP expression had no effect on gamma power ( Supplementary Fig. 4i ).
To gain better mechanistic insight into the cortical generation of context-dependent gamma rhythms, we developed a computational model of upper layer V1 dynamics. This model builds on previous pyramidal-interneuron network for gamma (PING) 9 models of oscillations in Wilson-Cowan networks [25] [26] [27] that describe, using a single inhibitory cell type, the stimulus-size dependence of spectral gamma power in the visual cortex, as observed in primates 15 and here in mice. In a PING model, excitatory neurons drive inhibitory neurons, which provide recurrent inhibition back onto the excitatory population, thus driving an oscillation. Most PING models involve a single class of inhibitory neuron. Our model features two distinct inhibitory neuronal populations, solely constrained by the connectivity motifs of SOM and PV in the upper layer of V1 in mice 28 and their physiological responses to visual stimuli 12 . The two cell types in the model critically differ in terms of connectivity from outside the network: SOM neurons specifically integrate larger regions of visual space, through L2/3 horizontal projections, while PV neurons are preferentially driven by ascending projections from L4 (Fig. 3a,b and Online Methods). In this model, the power of size-dependent gamma critically depends on the size-dependent excitatory-inhibitory (E/I) balance at pyramidal cells. Because SOM cells are preferentially driven as stimulus size increases, SOM cells and not PV cells would be predicted to control the size-dependent change in E/I balance (see below). The model was not constrained by the experimental data presented above, to independently test if its predictions would be confirmed by physiological data.
We found that the model predicted many of the core experimental findings. First, we asked whether this model would recapitulate sizedependent gamma oscillations, and indeed, we found this to be the case ( Fig. 3c) . Next, we plotted the relationship the model predicts for the firing rates of the various neuronal subtypes with context-dependent gamma power. Consistent with the physiological data ( Fig. 2a) , the model predicts that SOM firing increases with gamma power, while that of pyramidal cells (PCs) and PVs decreases ( Fig. 3d) . Finally, we addressed how suppressing PV-type or SOM-type inhibitory neurons in the model influences context-dependent gamma power. The model predicts that suppression of SOM-type interneurons a r t I C l e S dramatically reduces gamma power, even for low levels of inactivation ( Fig. 3e,f) . This implies that SOM neurons are a crucial component of the inhibitory network for gamma generation in this PING model. In contrast, moderate suppression of PV-type interneurons (20-40%) has little to no effect on gamma power ( Fig. 3e,f) . Higher levels of PV neuron inactivation result in a dramatic increase of excitatory neuron activity (Supplementary Fig. 5b ) and a drastic reduction in gamma power ( Fig. 3f ), suggesting that network stabilization via PV neurons is essential for gamma band oscillations, a prediction consistent with our physiological data, in which strong PV inactivation resulted in epileptiform activity (see above and Supplementary Fig. 4j,k) . Notably, the model also predicts that SOM suppression enhances both PC and PV firing rates, even as it potently reduces contextdependent gamma power ( Supplementary Fig. 5a,b) . This prediction is consistent with our physiological data; during SOM suppression, both L2/3 RS and FS cells significantly increased their firing rates (RS, 240 ± 50% increase, n = 82 cells; FS, 100 ± 30% increase, n = 33 cells; for optogenetic modulation index see Supplementary Fig. 5c,d) . The increase in PV activity does not result in increases in gamma power, as might be assumed, because what drives gamma power in this model is not the increase in inhibition per se but the net E/I balance at PCs, which is under the control of both SOMs and PVs. The increase in PV cell activity in the model during SOM suppression is not due to direct disinhibition of PV cells, as it persists when the inhibitory connection from SOM to PV in the model is set to zero ( Supplementary Fig. 5e,f) . Instead, it can be explained by the increase of PC activity, which, in turn, increases PV neurons' firing rates (a typical consequence of the inhibition stabilized network; Online Methods). Broadly consistent with the extracellular data and the model, intracellular patch-clamp recording revealed that optogenetic SOM suppression also significantly a r t I C l e S reduced the relative gamma power of inhibitory postsynaptic currents (n = 7 cells, Friedman test; significant effect of light, P = 0.022; Supplementary Fig. 5g,h) . Thus, even though this model was developed entirely independently of the physiological data presented above, it qualitatively predicts many of the physiological impacts of PV and SOM suppression on V1 dynamics. Taken together, the data and the model support the notion that SOM neurons are critical for these context-dependent gamma rhythms.
While these experiments indicate that SOM neuron activity is essential for context-dependent gamma band power, previous work has suggested that elevation of PV neuron activity, through optogenetic photostimulation, is sufficient to enhance gamma rhythms 11 . Our model predicts that gamma power correlates with the E/I balance in PCs. This means that photoactivating either interneuron subtype could, in principle, increase gamma power, so long as the net effect of the increase in their activity is a reduced E/I balance in PCs. Therefore, we tested whether SOM neuron photostimulation could also enhance gamma band power. Using SOM-Cre and PV-Cre mice crossed with the Cre-dependent channelrhodopsin 2 (ChR2) reporter mouse, Ai32, we asked how photostimulation of each interneuron subclass at different frequencies influenced spectral power in different bands, similarly to a previous approach 11 . We used glass electrodes to minimize photoelectric artifacts. Under these conditions, we found that driving both PV and SOM neurons was sufficient to increase spectral power, preferentially around 24-32 Hz, similar to the frequency of the context-dependent gamma rhythms (Fig. 4a,b ; SOM-ChR2, 11 ± 2 fold increase, n = 7 mice; significant effect of stimulation frequency on fold-increase, P < 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA; PV-ChR2, 28 ± 6 fold increase, n = 6 recordings in 4 mice; significant effect of stimulation frequency on fold-increase, P = 0.013, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA). These data are consistent with model predictions and support the notion that activation of either inhibitory neuron subtype in (c) Left: example coherence spectra for simultaneously recorded LFP traces from the two laminar probes during iso-oriented (black) and cross-oriented gratings (gray). Thickness of line denotes 95% confidence intervals. Right: plot of the peak gamma coherence for iso-and crossoriented gratings (n = 10 mice, P = 0.002; Wilcoxon signed-rank test). (d) Example LFP traces from two simultaneously recorded sites (black, RF1; gray, RF2) in V1 during photosuppression of SOM neurons while the mouse viewed the iso-oriented grating. (e) Left: Example coherence spectra between the two recorded sites for control (black) and SOM photosuppression (red) conditions. Thickness of line denotes 95% confidence intervals. Right: plot of peak gamma coherence between pairs of recording sites under control (black) and SOM photosuppression (red) conditions (n = 10 mice, P = 0.002; Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
a r t I C l e S V1 is sufficient to enhance gamma band oscillations. It should be noted that the peak frequency of these light-induced rhythms in awake mice was lower than previously reported under anesthetized conditions in S1 11 . The difference in peak frequency is due to anesthesia (not brain area), as repeating the same experiments in S1 or V1 of anesthetized mice revealed a peak at ~48 Hz as previously reported (Supplementary Fig. 6a) .
In many models of gamma rhythm generation, feedback inhibition from local interneurons is critical for pacing excitatory neuron activity. Previously, it has been shown that photostimulation of PV neurons in response to the activity of a single PC is sufficient to generate gamma rhythms 10 . Therefore, using a similar approach, we asked if photostimulating SOM neurons could also generate gamma rhythms. We built a feedback circuit in which the action potentials of a single PC triggered the photostimulation of ChR2-expressing SOM cells (Fig. 4c,d) . We also patched a second PC to allow for coherence measurements between the two nearby excitatory neurons (<50 µm separation). Both PCs were driven to spike with random and independent barrages of excitatory conductances (Online Methods). When optical feedback was triggered off one cell's action potentials, we observed a dramatic and significant increase in the coherence, specifically in the gamma band, between the two recorded neurons' spiking ( Fig. 4e,f and Online Methods; P < 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA, n = 13), as well as a significant increase in synchronous spikes (Online Methods; P < 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA, n = 13). As a control, we switched off the optical feedback and instead photostimulated SOM neurons with a light pulse train derived from randomly selected previous trials in which feedback was engaged ('pseudofeedback'). Despite photostimulating SOM neurons at essentially the same frequency, in the absence of true optical feedback, no increases in coherence or gamma rhythmicity were observed ( Fig. 4e-g) . These experiments indicate that SOM inhibition, in a recurrent circuit with excitatory neurons, is sufficient to generate and entrain gamma band rhythms and coherence between excitatory neurons.
What role might SOM-dependent gamma oscillations play in the spatial coding of visual stimuli? PCs in superficial cortical layers are well known to project long-range axons across the retinotopic map 29 , which have been hypothesized to contribute to long-range synchronization 21 . To test this hypothesis we presented different types of drifting gratings to awake mice, covering the CRFs of two distinct V1 locations (~600 µm separation) targeted with independently movable laminar multielectrode arrays (Fig. 5a) . By recording two sites in V1 simultaneously, we could measure both gamma power (as in Fig. 1 ) and the coherence of the gamma oscillations between the two distal sites. When the visual stimuli covering both receptive fields shared the same orientation and direction of motion, we observed a prominent peak in the LFP coherence in the context-dependent gamma band (Fig. 5b,c ; n = 10 mice; iso-oriented, 0.56 ± 0.07; cross-oriented, 0.39 ± 0.05; P = 0.002, signed-rank test). We obtained identical results when we offset the center and surround in spatial phase and when we used side-byside gratings of different orientations (data not shown). Optogenetic suppression of SOM neurons significantly reduced the LFP-LFP coherence between the two recording locations (Fig. 5d,e ; control, 0.56 ± 0.7; light, 0.36 ± 0.06; P = 0.002, n = 10 mice). These data demonstrate that SOM neurons were essential for the long-range synchronization observed in the visual cortex during contextual stimulation.
DISCUSSION
This study demonstrates for the first time, to our knowledge, that a type of gamma rhythm critically depends on SOM interneurons. Although gamma-frequency oscillations in other cortical areas and brain regions [8] [9] [10] [11] , such as the hippocampus, and in higher spectral bands may depend primarily on PV neurons, context-dependent visually induced gamma activity in mouse V1 requires SOM neurons. PV neurons probably also contribute to these rhythms in V1, although our data more directly imply that they were necessary for stabilizing the cortical network and controlling cortical gain, consistent with prior findings 30, 31 . Thus, one interpretation is that PV neurons provide the basis upon which SOM-mediated inhibition can then entrain gamma oscillations for large visual stimuli. Notably, a computational model built independently of this data predicted many of the key physiological findings in this study. This model provides quantitative insight and a future testing ground for further hypotheses concerning V1 gamma oscillations.
Previous studies using optogenetic manipulation of PV neurons 10, 11 have demonstrated that altering their activity can influence or induce oscillations in the gamma range. We found that photostimulation of either inhibitory neuronal subtype was sufficient to enhance activity around 30 Hz in V1 of the awake mouse. This implies that there could be multiple circuit mechanisms for entraining gamma oscillations, which is potentially consistent with the heterogeneity of gamma oscillations observed in different cortical areas, brain states and frequency bands. A single brain area can exhibit distinct gamma rhythms 32 that might differentially depend on different neuronal sources of inhibition. In V1, we also observed a second prominent narrowband gamma rhythm around 55-65 Hz that was enhanced by luminance but suppressed by stimuli of increasing size and contrast, modulated by brain state and not reliant on SOM cell activity. Since this rhythm does not depend on contrast in the visual stimulus 14 and may arise in the retina [33] [34] [35] , it is not clear what its specific role is in cortical processing. We do note that while locomotion and brain state are known to have profound effects on V1 activity 13,36 , we did not observe any difference in the impacts of SOM or PV suppression on gamma power between quiescent and running conditions (Supplementary Fig. 6b,c) .
A key finding in our data is that SOM-dependent oscillations specifically synchronized ensembles in V1 that were processing matchedstimulus features. This is consistent with a potential role for these long-range rhythms in linking disparate pieces of a sensory stimulus into a complete perception. However, several studies have called into question whether gamma rhythms do indeed contribute to featurebinding [37] [38] [39] . Although our data do not resolve this question directly, by revealing circuitry critically involved in long-range gamma synchronization, we have potentially enabled future studies to devise appropriate means to address this controversy.
What is the importance of gamma oscillations that depend on SOM neurons? By operating through dendritic inhibition, SOM-dependent gamma rhythms could provide much greater flexibility for influencing cortical computation and synaptic plasticity by interacting with specific dendritic compartments, perhaps on a gamma-cycle-by-gammacycle basis. A wealth of evidence indicates that dendrites can act as independent computational units by virtue of their ability to generate local spikes 40 . In V1, these local dendritic spikes have been implicated in improving feature coding 41 , as well as in compartmentalizing information storage through dendrite-specific synaptic plasticity 42 . Since dendrite-targeting inhibitory neurons powerfully gate dendritic spiking and back-propagating action potentials 43 , SOM-dependent gamma rhythms may enforce coordinated time windows for synaptic integration and spike-timing-dependent plasticity. Rhythmic inhibition of PC dendrites may thus provide a flexible means for binding distributed cell assembles in time to optimize information processing and storage. Indeed, a recent paper shows that dendrite-targeting a r t I C l e S Martinotti cells in L5 could effectively synchronize thick-tufted L5 PC neurons in a frequency-dependent manner 44 . Since evidence suggests that SOM cells are involved in many aspects of V1 processing 12, 31 , their role in gating dendritic activation appears to be fundamental to sensory computation.
While our experiments have addressed SOM neurons' involvement in long-range gamma oscillations within the primary visual cortex, they also may play a key role in interareal gamma synchronization involved in higher cognitive processes. This is consistent with the fact that V1 SOM neurons have been shown to be among the targets of long-range, top-down input from higher cortical areas 45 . SOM neurons might also contribute to local gamma oscillations in other brain regions. For example, the neuropeptide somatostatin itself has been shown to be involved in gamma rhythms in the olfactory bulb 46 . Lastly, since some brain disorders, such as schizophrenia, have been linked to impaired gamma oscillations 47 , it might be fruitful to explore whether defects in SOM cells and not just PV neurons might be relevant for the etiology of these diseases 48, 49 . If SOM neurons are broadly involved in gamma rhythms beyond V1, future experiments may help explain why reductions in somatostatin and SOM interneurons are frequently associated with a host of neuropsychiatric diseases 50 .
METhODS
Methods, including statements of data availability and any associated accession codes and references, are available in the online version of the paper. Preparation for in vivo recording. Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (2.5% vapor concentration). The scalp was removed, the fascia retracted and the skull lightly etched with a 27 gauge needle. Following application of Vetbond to the skull surface, a custom stainless steel headplate was fixed to the skull with dental cement (Metabond). Mice were allowed to recover from surgery for at least 2 d. Then mice were habituated to head-fixation on a free-spinning circular treadmill for 2-10 d. On the day of recording, mice were briefly anesthetized with isoflurane (2%), the skull over V1 was thinned and one or two (spacing 400-1,000 µm) small (< 250 µm) craniotomies were opened over V1 with a fine needle.
Visual stimulation. Visual stimuli were generated with Psychophysics Toolbox 51 running on an Apple Mac Mini and were presented on a gamma-corrected 23inch Eizo FORIS FS2333 LCD display with a 60-Hz refresh rate. At the beginning of each recording session, the receptive fields of MUA recorded at each cortical location were mapped with sparse noise to enable us to precisely position the grating stimuli. The stimulus was centered on a location where a small grating, movable by hand, elicited a clear response. Sparse noise consisted of black and white squares (2 visual degrees, 80 ms) on a 20 × 20 visual degree grid flashed onto a gray background of intermediate luminance. To improve receptive field estimation, the same stimulus grid was offset by 1° and the resulting maps were averaged. MUA average receptive fields were calculated online by reverse correlation. Visual stimuli consisted of full-contrast drifting square-wave gratings at 0.04 cycles per degree and 2 cycles s −1 centered on the average MUA receptive field. Gratings were presented in two different configurations: (i) square-wave gratings of eight different directions (0-315° in steps of 45°) and five different sizes (8, 13, 21, 36 and, if possible, 60 visual degrees; if the RF was not perfectly centered on the monitor, the effective largest size was slightly smaller; see Fig. 1a );
(ii) square-wave gratings with a circular aperture 12 visual degrees in diameter, centered on the MUA receptive field of one of the two simultaneously recorded cortical locations, surrounded by a 60° grating of either the same orientation, the orthogonal orientation or the same orientation, offset by 180° of phase. For the coherence analysis, we only analyzed cases in which the second receptive field was covered entirely and exclusively by the surround-stimulus ( Figs. 1d and 4b) .
For the contrast-dependence of the high-gamma rhythm, we also presented small (12°) gratings centered on the MUA receptive field at varying contrasts levels (0, 0.1, 0.18, 0.32, 0.56 and 1.0 Michelson contrast). Temporal and spatial frequencies, as well as presentation time, were the same as above. In a subset of animals, we also showed an isoluminant screen without contrast and varied the luminance in five steps between 0 and 1.
optogenetic stimulation in vivo. For optogenetic stimulation of eNpHR3.0 in vivo, we used red (center wavelength: 640 nm, 3-30 mW for the dose response curve in Supplementary Fig. 4f,g) ; for stimulation of eArch3.0 we used green light (center wavelength: 550 nm, 0.3-12 mW) from the end of a 1-mm diameter multimode optical fiber coupled to a solid-state source (Lumencor Spectra X); and for stimulation of ChR2 we used blue light (center wavelength: 455 nm, 0.5-3 mW) from a fiber-coupled LED (Thorlabs) controlled by digital outputs (NI PCIe-6353). The fiber was placed as close to the craniotomy as possible (< 3 mm). The illumination area was set to illuminate a wide area including all of V1. Light levels were tested in increasing intensities at the beginning of the experiment and were kept at the lowest possible level that still evoked observable change in ongoing activity for the remainder of the recording. In the eArch3.0 injected PV-Cre mice, very low intensities of light (~0.3 mW) evoked substantial changes in ongoing activity, and when the light intensity was increased beyond 5-12 mW ictal/epileptiform activity was typically observed. In these cases, the light was kept at a level that did not induce epileptiform activity, and, if necessary, the optic fiber was moved slightly farther from the craniotomy. We only used viral injections into V1 and did not attempt to use an Arch or eNphR transgenic reporter line, to avoid off-target expression of the opsin and nonspecific optogenetic suppression of subcortical nuclei (such as the thalamic reticular nucleus) that are also labeled in the PV-Cre line. Gratings drifted for 2 s with 1-s intertrial intervals, with the red or green LED switched on for 1 s starting 0.5 s after start of the visual stimulus in 50% of the trials. The period of light was chosen to influence the stable steady-state of the response to the grating, and all analysis was performed during this time window. For a subset of animals (n = 7 for SOM mice and n = 8 for PV mice) we ran a separate experiment in which only large, full-contrast gratings were presented and the light was turned on 500 ms before the onset of the 2-s grating in 50% of the trials. In this case, analysis was performed on a 1-s window immediately after grating onset. For optogenetic identification of SOM cells the cortex was illuminated by low intensity blue-light ramps or by pulse-trains during the same light window for the same stimulus set as for the eNpHR experiments.
In vivo extracellular multielectrode electrophysiology. One or two 16-channel linear electrodes with 25-µm spacing (NeuroNexus, A1x16-5mm-25-177-A16) were guided into the brain using micromanipulators (Sensapex) and a stereomicroscope (Leica). Electrical activity was amplified and digitized at 30 kHz (Spike Gadgets) and stored on a computer hard drive. The cortical depth of each electrical contact was determined by zeroing the bottom contact to the surface of the brain. Electrodes were inserted nearly perpendicular to the brain′s surface for single electrode recordings and ~25° from vertical for the two electrode experiments. After each recording a laminar probe coated with the lipophilic dye DiI was used to mark each electrode track to quantitatively assess its insertion angle and depth with post hoc histologic reconstructions. The laminar depth of recorded units was corrected for the insertion angle and the local curvature of the neocortex.
Analysis of local field potential data. All analysis was performed using custom-written code or freely available packages in Matlab (Mathworks). Local field potentials were extracted by low-pass filtering the raw signal (sampled at 30 kHz) below 200 Hz and subsequently down-sampling to 1 kHz. For LFP-only analysis we always analyzed the LFP from the electrode contact closest to a cortical depth of ~330 µm (in cortical layer 3). For spike-locking to the LFP, we used the LFP from an electrode contact 50 µm away from the contact with the largest spike-waveform amplitude to reduce contamination of the LFP.
The power spectrum was computed in a 800-ms analysis window starting 200 ms after light onset (to exclude any photoelectric artifacts sometimes present in the first ~150 ms after light onset) using multitaper estimation in Matlab with the Chronux package (http://chronux.org/) 52 using three tapers. All analysis was performed on the power at the peak of each animal's specific gamma oscillation. Peaks were identified as local maxima on the smoothed spectrum, between 20 and 40 Hz for the low-gamma peak and between 50 and 70 Hz for the highgamma peak, that were preceded by local minima in the 15 Hz preceding the peak. For the high-gamma peak, two animals were excluded because of visible line noise in the recording that would have precluded proper analysis. Thus, 25/30 animals had distinguishable high-gamma peaks for the smallest stimulus size and all 32/32 animals had visual gamma peaks for the largest stimulus size. Visually induced spectra were calculated by dividing the spectrum for the largest grating size by the spectrum for a plain gray screen. Relative gamma power was calculated as the peak gamma power divided by the average spectral power between 10 and 100 Hz. The peak/trough ratio was estimated as power at the peak divided by the power of the preceding trough.
For calculation of coherence, bipolar derivatives of the LFP were calculated by subtracting the electrode channel immediately above the channel of interest to remove the common recording reference and to enhance spatial specificity of the signal. Coherence between the sites was determined using the Chronux package with the same number of tapers as the power analysis. All spectral plots show mean ± s.e.m.; the coherence spectra show jack-knifed 95% confidence intervals.
In n = 7 SOM Ai32 mice (7 sites total) and n = 4 PV Ai32 mice (6 sites total) we stimulated V1 in the awake condition with 3-s bouts of 11 different frequencies of blue-light pulses (3-ms pulse duration) from 8 to 100 Hz (8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 48, 56, 64, 72 , 80 and 100 Hz); and under control conditions (no stimulation), similar to a previous study in anesthetized barrel cortex 11 . We recorded 30 repetitions per stimulation frequency for 2-4 different light intensities between 0.1 and 4.1 mW for each animal. For these experiments, the LFPwas recorded with low-resistance borosilicate pipettes to avoid a direct optoelectric artifact from the stimulating light on the silicon electrodes. Resulting LFP traces were mean-subtracted and frequency-transformed (as above), and the resulting spectra were averaged over the 30 trials for each frequency. For analysis we chose the lowest light intensity for each animal that produced reliable peaks higher than the control spectrum for all stimulation frequencies. For each stimulation frequency, we calculated the ratio of the power at the stimulation frequency to the power at the same frequency under control conditions. We repeated this experiment in PV-Cre mice injected as adults with AAV9-DIO-ChR2-YFP in V1 (n = 4 mice) and S1 (n = 3 mice) and anesthetized with isoflurane (2.5% vapor concentration).
Analysis of spiking data. Spiking activity was extracted by filtering the raw signal between 800 and 7,000 Hz. Spike detection was performed using the UltraMega Sort package 53 . Detected spike waveforms were sorted using the MClust package (http://redishlab.neuroscience.umn.edu/MClust/MClust. html). Waveforms were first clustered automatically using KlustaKwik and then manually corrected to meet criteria for further analysis. With the exception of two burst-firing units, included units had no more than 1.5% of their individual waveforms violating a refractory period of 2 ms. Individual units were classified as either fast-spiking or regular spiking using a k-means cluster analysis of spike waveform components. Since the best separation criterion was the trough-to-peak latency of the large negative-going deflection and clustering is nondeterministic, we defined all units with latencies shorter than 0.36 ms as fast-spiking and all units with latencies larger than 0.38 ms as regular-spiking. Cells with intermediate latencies were excluded from further analysis. Putative eNpHR3.0-or eArch3.0-expressing cells were identified by significantly reduced firing rates during the red-light illumination period. Putative ChR2-expressing cells were identified by dramatic increases in spike rates to blue-light stimulation. For PV cells, the spike waveform had to be additionally classified as FS as described above. For SOM cells, three additional criteria suggested they were in fact SOM cells: all waveforms were of intermediate spike width (0.37-0.44 ms) 54 , preferred either the largest or second-largest stimulus 12 and often exhibited a rebound spike after light offset, consistent with their known physiological properties 55 . Data from PV-Cre mice injected with either eNpHR3.0 or eArch3.0 were not significantly different and so were combined (fold power change: Halo, 2.19 ± 0.19; eArch, 2.22 ± 0.30; P = 0.97, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Identified PV and SOM neurons were grouped with the eNpHR3.0-identified neurons for phase locking and gamma power correlation analyses. Because we found no differences between the identified PV cell group and the FS group, these were merged for these analyses as well.
The depth of each unit was assigned based on the calculated depth of the electrode on the array that exhibited its largest amplitude-sorted waveform. Layer boundaries were determined following a previously established approach 56 . Firing rates were computed from counting spikes in a 1-s window starting 500 ms after the onset of the visual stimulus, which coincided with the onset of the LED during optogenetic suppression trials. Unless otherwise stated, we only analyzed trials when the animal was moving (at least 1cm/s) and not accelerating or decelerating abruptly (not more than 1.5 s.d. deviation from the animal's mean running speed). However, we observed the same effects of SOM and PV neuron suppression when the animal was not running (Supplementary Fig. 6b,c) . Average running speed across the population was 41 ± 25 cm/s (n = 20 animals). Two animals were excluded because they ran fewer than 15% of total trials.
For the correlation of spike rate and LFP power, the LFP was filtered into 20 non-overlapping narrow frequency bands (5 Hz each) and the power in each trial was estimated using the Hilbert transform. The average power in each band was then correlated with the spike rate of the neuron on a trial-by-trial basis using Spearman's rank correlation.
To quantify locking of spiking activity to the gamma band, we bandpassfiltered the LFP in a 20-Hz band around the peak and extracted the oscillation's instantaneous phase by using the imaginary part of the analytical signal using the Hilbert transform. Each spike was thus assigned an exact phase in the gamma oscillation. Phase-locking magnitudes were determined for each unit by the pairwise phase consistency (PPC), a measure of synchrony that is not biased by the number of spikes 57 ; results were similar when quantifying phase-locking strength by the resultant vector length (phase-locking value; data not shown). The significance of locking was determined by the Rayleigh test for nonuniformity on the distribution of spike-phases. All units with P < 0.05 were considered to be significantly locked. We only included units that fired more than 10 spikes total in response to the largest grating size in the control condition. PPC spectra were calculated from the spike-triggered LFP spectrum for each unit using the FieldTrip Matlab package 58 .
Optogenetic modulation index (OMI) was calculated as pipettes were filled with a potassium-gluconate based internal solution containing (in mM): 135 potassium-gluconate, 8 NaCl, 10 HEPES, 0.3 Na 3 GTP, 4 MgATP and 0.3 EGTA. Voltage-clamp recordings were not corrected for the liquid junction potential. Series resistance was not compensated for, but we monitored it continuously with negative voltage steps. Data were analyzed from recordings in which series resistance was below 25 MΩ and did not change by more than 30% during the course of the experiment. Data were acquired and filtered at 2 kHz using a Multiclamp 700B Amplifier (Axon Instruments) and digitized at 20 kHz (National Instruments). All data were acquired using custom written Matlab (Mathworks) software. Excitatory and inhibitory currents were isolated by voltage-clamping the neuron at the reversal potential for synaptic inhibition and excitation respectively. For cell-attached experiments, only cells that exhibited at least one spike to a brief, high-intensity pulse of blue light were included for analysis.
optogenetic stimulation in vitro. Photostimulation of ChR2-expressing neurons was triggered by an Arduino UNO that sampled the membrane potential of the 'trigger' neuron in real time (10-kHz sampling). The threshold for spike detection was 0 mV. The blue light was generated using a multicolor LED light engine (Lumencor Spectra X) controlled by digital outputs (NI PCIe-6353) and was routed via a liquid light guide before being focused onto the slice chamber using a 40× objective lens. Light intensity was titrated to induce a single action potential in ChR2 + SOM neurons to a 1-ms pulse of light. To impose simulated excitatory conductances (sEPSGs), a custom analog dynamic clamp was used 59 .
The sEPSG waveforms were generated by convolving an EPSG-shaped template with a binary Poisson train.
Analysis of in vitro experiments.
All analysis was performed using customwritten code or freely available packages (Chronux 60 in Matlab). Power spectra and phase locking were calculated as described for the in vivo data, with four leading tapers and a time-bandwidth product of 2. Charge was calculated as the integral of the EPSC/IPSC during photostimulation. Average values are expressed as mean ± s.e.m. Cells that exhibited peak gamma power lower than 25 pA 2 /Hz were excluded from analysis. Spike-spike coherence was computed as the power spectrum of a 300-ms window, centered at zero, of the cross-correlation between the spike trains of the recorded neurons. Spike-coupling, a metric of spike synchrony, was computed as the increase in spiking probability during a 5-ms window surrounding a zero time-lag between spikes. Interspike interval (ISI) histograms were computed with 4-ms time bins. Cross-spectra were computed as the spectral power of the crosscorrelation between −100-and +100-ms lag times, giving a 6-Hz bin. Coherence was computed using a 250-ms Welch window. Synchronous spike counts were calculated as the number of spikes in the 'follower' cell during a 10 ms window surrounding a trigger cell spike.
Statistics. We used only nonparametric statistical tests (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA, Wilcoxon signed-rank, rank-sum and Friedman tests) to determine significance except in Supplementary Figure 6a , where a two-factor design with interaction was needed. For this, the distribution was assumed to be normal, but this was not formally tested. No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample sizes. Visual stimulus presentation was randomized as outlined above. Data collection and analysis were not performed blind to the conditions of the experiments. A Supplementary methods checklist is available.
computational modeling. The model consists of an excitatory population (E) and two inhibitory populations (I PV and I SOM ) that capture the functional connectivity between pyramidal neurons, PV inhibitory neurons and SOM inhibitory neurons in the local network of layer 2/3 of the mouse visual cortex. The model defines the local network to be a group of neurons that code the same visual space and have similar tuning properties. The simplified firing rate model (equations 1-5) describes the temporal evolution of excitatory (r E ) and inhibitory (r I PV and r I SOM ) population firing rates of L2/3 neurons as a function of two types of external inputs (i E L4 and i E L23 ) to both the E and I populations. i E L4 is the input from excitatory population in L4; it is held constant during all the simulations included in this study to mimic the presence of an unchanging visual stimulus in the receptive field, i.e., the visual space coded by the local network (Fig. 3b) . i E L23 is the input from the excitatory population of other local networks in L2/3 that code the visual space in the surround area and project their output through lateral connections. τ E , t I PV and t I SOM indicate the rates at which the populations approach their steady state firing rates. G E , G I PV and G I SOM are the population response functions: they map the firing rates of the three neural populations in the local network as a function of their net inputs 39, 61 . G E and G I SOM are described by threshold-linear functions, while G I PV is described by a supralinear function of weighted inputs x to the respective subnetwork, as described in equations 6 and 7. The parameters m and θ describe the threshold input and rate of the response functions, respectively. Their values for the excitatory, PV and SOM populations in our model are defined in Supplementary table 1. Previous work has shown that this choice of response functions results in network oscillations whose strength is positively correlated with the suppression of excitatory activity 27 . In the two-population model, this choice of response functions ensures an increase in the strength of oscillations either by increase in excitation to the I population or decrease in excitation to E population 26, 27 . When extended to the current model, this choice of response functions predicts an increase in the strength of oscillations in response to either withdrawal of excitation to the E population or an increase in excitation to PV or SOM populations. i E L23 reflects the net response of the L2/3 excitatory populations that code for the surrounding visual space. In our model, this response is modeled as a linear function of the size of the surround visual stimulus (equation 5 and Fig. 3b) , with the parameters as defined in Supplementary table 1. For the results shown in Figure 3 and Supplementary Figure 5 , we varied the surround_size parameter from 1 to 4, in integer steps, to simulate increasing sizes of the visual surround. The steady-state firing rate of each population is determined by the weighted sum of individual population firing rates and the external input. All the weights (W XY : from population Y to population X) are positive numbers representing strength of connections (Supplementary table 1) . For example, W EE represents the product of the average number of recurrent excitatory contacts (1) (1) (2) (2) (3) (3) (4) (4) (5) (5) (6) (6) (7) (7) 
